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At Lancaster Elementary School 
"Every artist was first an amateur" is a quote by Ralph Waldo Emerson, an American poet, philosopher, 
and lecturer. The weight held in this quote is heavy and serves as a reminder to adults and children that 
becoming an expert overnight is rare and unattainable. Practice and persistence are essential in building 
skills and confidence, which art teacher Ms. Knowlton instills upon her students daily. With that said, the 

LES middle school art program has taken 
this idea and quote by Emerson to heart in 
their new Ceramics course.  
 
LES is fortunate to have a fully functioning 
art room that consists of a kiln room, 
pottery wheel, slab roller, and essential 
clay tools. This current quarter is the first 
time a Ceramics course has been offered 
to students, and the journey has been 
nothing short of phenomenal. Students 
have been learning how to create hand-
built vessels and sculptures with slabs and 
coils and wheel-thrown pieces. With it 
only being the third week of the course 
being offered, the students are already 

making wheel-thrown bowls and cups and are mastering how to center a piece of clay on the wheel. 
Throwing on a potter's wheel for the first time is not simple; it involves resilience, patience, and tolerance, 
all of which the students at LES have shown. They have been living the quote by Emerson daily through 
this experience, and they should be very proud of their progress and efforts. 
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At White Mountains Regional High School 
This school year, Spanish 2, 3, 4, and AP classes take part in raising awareness about gender-related social 
injustice in the Hispanic world. This ongoing inquiry-driven project, proposed by Profe Macakova, was one 
of the 2021 NECTFL Mead Fellowship recipients awarded last year in New York City. It allows for students’ 
personal growth and inspires them to become global citizens and advocates for social justice in society. 
Classes begin the project by sharing image provocations, podcasts, videos, and articles that address issues 
of gender-related social injustice in the Hispanic world. Next, the students discuss the gender roles that 
they see within their local communities and in the media. Students then select a hashtag related to 
gender-related social injustice in the Hispanic world, begin their research on their topic, and sketch out 
ideas and concepts for their art pieces. After receiving peer and educator feedback, students create their 
culturally appropriate art pieces, and share them with their classmates and the school community through 
Ed Cafe presentations and a gallery-style exhibit. Their art pieces will continue to be on view through the 
use of their virtual gallery and social media. Check out some art pieces that were created this fall! 
 

 
 
 


